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Introduction
• Normothermia recommended for surgery 

under general and regional anaesthesia1

• No recommendations regarding warming for 
caesarean delivery

• Aim: determine efficacy of active warming on 
maternal and neonatal outcomes following 
elective caesarean delivery 

1. NICE clinical guideline 65: Inadvertent perioperative hypothermia: intraoperative phase. 2014



Methods for Meta-analysis
• Literature search

– RCTs utilising forced air warming or warmed fluid 

• Primary outcome: 
• maximum temperature change 

• Secondary outcomes:
• maternal (temperature at the end of surgery, shivering, 

thermal comfort, hypothermia)
• neonatal (temperature, umbilical cord pH and Apgar scores)

• SMD/MD/RR and 95% CI calculated using random 
effects modelling (CMA, version 2, 2005)



Results

• 13 studies included

• 789 patients (416 warmed and 373 controls) 
were analysed for the primary outcome



Forest Plot - Temperature Change

Warming was associated with reduced temperature change
SMD -1.27°C [- 1.86, -0.69]; p=0.00002



Results - Maternal Outcomes 
• Warming was associated with:

– higher temperatures at end of surgery 
MD 0.43 °C [0.27, 0.59]; p<0.00001

– less shivering 
RR 0.58 [0.43, 0.79]; p=0.0004; NNT = 7

– improved thermal comfort 
MD 0.98 [0.24, 1.72]; p=0.01

– lower incidence of hypothermia
RR 0.66 [0.50, 0.87]; p=0.003; NNT = 5 



Results - Neonatal Outcomes

• Umbilical artery pH was higher in the warmed group 
MD 0.02 [0, 0.05]; p=0.04



Limitations

• Heterogeneity among studies for primary 
outcome:
– anaesthesia technique / drugs / doses
– fluid / Forced air
– ambient temperatures 
– temperature measurement techniques and sites

• Blinding almost impossible in these studies



Conclusion
• Active warming for elective caesarean delivery 

prevents:
- perioperative temperature reduction
- hypothermia 
- shivering

• 16% of UK obstetric anaesthesia units warm women 
during caesarean delivery2

• Forced air warming or warmed fluid should be utilised
for elective caesarean delivery

2. Woolnough MJ et al. Anaesthesia 2009; 64: 50-3



Questions



Subgroup Analysis

• Fluid warming (n=8; 300 patients per group)
– Reduced maximum temperature change
– Reduced shivering
– Reduced hypothermia

• Forced air warming (n=5; 100 patients per group)
– Maximum temperature change not different
– Shivering and hypothermia not different

• Fluid warming and FAW not directly compared
• Heterogeneity not affected by:

– Warming technique
– Anaesthetic technique









Forest plot: Shivering



Forest plot: Hypothermia
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